G LO B A L V I S I O N , LO C A L I N S I G H T
YACHT CHARTER IN CROATIA
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YACHTING IN CROATIA
Ranked as one of the top five countries in Europe for its biodiversity, Croatia holds a wealth of forests, beaches and flourishing marine life.
Best explored by luxury yacht, the scattering of coastal islands sparkle like gems in the Adriatic and offer cuisine, culture and dramatic landscapes to discover.
Visit beautifully preserved Mediterranean towns packed with quaint stone houses, take secluded woodland walks and find the perfect peaceful anchorage.
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BASH

O C E A N PA R A D I S E

2012 • 56.0m / 183'9" • BENETTI
12 GUESTS IN 6 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 255,000 - 280,000 P/W + ALL

2013 • 55.0m / 180'5" • BENETTI
12 GUESTS IN 6 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 265,000 - 305,000 P/W + ALL

S E AG U L L I I

AZZURRA II

1952 • 54.0m / 177'2" • ULJANIK SHIPYARD
12 GUESTS IN 7 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 95,000 - 110,000 P/W + ALL

1988 • 47.8m / 156'10" • CRN
12 GUESTS IN 5 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 150,000 - 170,000 P/W + ALL
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2 LADIES

2015 • 46.7m / 153'3" • HEESEN
12 GUESTS IN 5 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 240,000 P/W + ALL

2012 • 46.4m / 152'1" • ROSSINAVI
12 GUESTS IN 6 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 200,000 – 220,000 P/W + ALL

CASSIOPEIA

S E R E N I TA S

2009 • 33.9m / 111'3" • SUNSEEKER
10 GUESTS IN 5 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 85,000 – 95,000 P/W + ALL

2017 • 31.9m / 104'10" • MENGI YAY
10 GUESTS IN 5 STATEROOMS
CHARTER RATE: EUR 75,000 – 80,000 P/W + ALL
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CRES & LOŠINJ

A

yachting paradise, Cres is scattered with charming coastal towns,
picturesque anchorages and secluded beaches fringed by crystal
waters. A number of walking tracks populate the hillsides, leading
to isolated bays and ancient villages. Mali Bok bay, ideally accessed by yacht
and located by the attractive village of Orlec, has a wide pebbled beach
surrounded by high cliffs offering shade.
To the south, Lošinj has a heavily wooded landscape and a fascinating coastline,
dotted with sandy beaches and deserted bays. The historic main towns of Mali
Lošinj and Veli Lošinj are lined with colourful houses and local restaurants.
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PAG

O

ne of Croatia’s most unique islands, Pag is home to an eccentric and
beautiful landscape, where salt marshes are dotted with the local sheep
population. While the north of the island is known for its sizzling nightlife
and famous DJ’s, Pag town in the south is quiet and traditional, with villagers
producing intricately crocheted lace items and vineyards offering delicious local
zutica white wine.
Plentiful beaches populate the coastline with wide open coves lapped by
turquoise water. Nearby Premuda Island, boasting its famous cathedral site, is a
popular spot for keen divers.
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KORNATI ISLANDS

T

he Kornati Islands are an out-and-out nautical paradise where yachts
can cruise amongst 140 islands within an unspoiled natural environment.
Rugged cliffs tower high above sea level, concealing private coves
teeming with lively marine life.

Most of the islands are part of the Kornati National Park, awarded its status in
1980. There are no permanent residents of the islands, although the people of
nearby Murter Island tend the olive groves, vineyards and orchards. Visitors to
this eco-oasis can enjoy soaking up the relaxed atmosphere whilst taking the
opportunity to catch one of the best sunsets in the Adriatic.
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BRAČ

J

ust south of Split, the island of Brač embodies rustic charm, where the cliffs
are dotted with cliffside monasteries and Roman relics. Pretty villages are
scattered across the island, notably the bays at secluded Sumartin and
tranquil Povlja.

Situated close to Bol you will find the Golden Horn Beach, unique for the fact
that it changes position and shape depending on the wind and currents. Made up
of tiny pebbles and surrounded by pristine waters, this is a great spot for water
sports. Around Brač’s coastline, there are a multitude of coves and beaches to
explore, often only accessible by yacht and frequently with few other visitors.
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HVAR

A

gem of the Adriatic, Hvar features traffic-free marble streets, gothic
palaces and ancient squares in the main town. Set sail to discover sparkling
blue waters in the hidden lagoons of the Pakleni islands, visit vineyards
to taste the famous Plava Mali red wine and visit one of numerous beaches.
Picturesque Dubovica Bay features a spacious beach and stone houses bordering
the sea, whilst the tiny bay at Lucisca boasts crystalline waters set against a lush
landscape. Quaint Milna offers two small, pebbled bays surrounded by fragrant
pine forests and vineyards.
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KORČULA

T

he greenest and most independent of Croatia’s islands, Korčula’s coastline
is dotted with inviting bays. The small pebbled beaches of Zrnovska Banja
and Vrbovica are full of character, while sandy beaches are found in the
south, and the western point of Vela Luka has some of the island’s best underwater
dive sites. Featuring cobbled streets and architectural delights, the old town of
Korčula has been dubbed ‘Little Dubrovnik’, where the medieval city walls and
terracotta rooftops house a wealth of family-run restaurants and charming shops.
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MLJET

G

reen, tranquil and undeniably beautiful, unspoiled Mljet is smothered
in pine forests and criss-crossed by a single road. The deep coastal
waters are filled with an abundance of fish; the western third of the
island is a protected wildlife refuge with National Park status and there are
numerous opportunities for kayaking, hiking, swimming and cycling. To the
north west, the emerald-hued lakes of Veliko and Malo Jezero are overlooked
by an atmospheric 12th century monastery.
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